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ABSTRACT

. . k t
f aba S ~~L C ~~L ~a ~S E i k E j t + h.c. (2)

where a,b are lepton family indices; a,S distinguish different Higgs
doublets; i,j are SU(2) indices which are summed over; and C is the
Dirac charge conjugation matrix. The neutrino mass matrix is ob
tained by replacing each ~ by its vacuum expectation value

I f ab a S .:L C ~~L <~ao>~So> (3)
as

Possible forms of the neutrino mass matrix that might appear in
grand unified theories are discussed at the SU(2) x U(l) level. Two
models are discussed, one based on a heavy Majorana singlet derived
from SO(lO) and one due to Zee based on a charged heavy scalar boson
singlet inspired by SUeS). The patterns of neutrino masses and mix
ings are very different in the two cases.

It has been noted in many papers that it is quite natural for
neutrinos to acquire a smal 2mass in grand unified theories (GUT).1
By fairly general arguments this mass has the order of magnitude

where the "light mass" is of the order of charged lepton or quark
masses and M is a very heavy mass. Because of the small magnitude of
~ the best hope for observing this mass may be in the phenomenon of
neutrino oscillations. For oscillations to occur, however, not only
must there be a non-zero neutrino mass but the mass eigenstates must
involve significant mixing among the neutrino flavors. In this talk
the major emphasis is on the mixing that might occur in grand unified
theories.

Our approach is to look at the neutrino mass matrix at the
SU(2) x U(l) level. We assume that the only light particles
(_asses, Mw) are those that are in the standard model. In particu
lar, we assume that there are no light neutral lepton singlets so that
the neutrino mass matrix necessarily has a Majorana form (connecting
vL and ~R) with 6L=2 and 61 3=1. If SU(2) is broken only by the vacu
um expectation values of Higgs doublets, the lowest dimensionality in
teraztion that can lead to the neutrino mass matrix is given by the
form
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Since the oscillation length is inversely proportional to the dif
ferences of the squares of the masses, oscillations between vy and
v

e
would thus have a very long oscillation length, a factor of 10

4

larger than that between VII and v .
~etaining the single Higgs r~lations of Eqs.(8), we now ask

whether significant adHitional mixing can occur from the form of the
Majorana mass matrix MM. Combining Eqs.(6) and (8) we write

where 0 and U refer to up and down quarks and UKM is the Kobayashi
Maskawa matrix. If this were the case, the fOllowing qualitative
consequences would be expected:

A. Neutrino mixing angles are given by the off-diagonal ele
ments of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix UKM, which are expected to be
fairly small. 6

B. The ve-v~ mixing would be expected to be very small.
C. The neutrinos would have a mass hierarchy with their masses

proportiona~ to the square of the generation mass; thus m(v~) would
scale as my and m(ve) as mu

2. If m(v~) is less than the cos
mological imit7 of about 50 ev, this scaling gives

m(v
lI

) < 0.3 e.v.

m(v
e

) < 10- 4 e.v.

From the point of view of GUT, (3) arises as an effective inter
action from a diagram of the type indicated schematically in Fig. (la),
where the loop includes one or more heavy particles. The order-of
magnitude estimate of Eq. (1) follows because<. >times the Higgs
Yukawa coupling is proportional to a li~ht mass and f~aa is propor
tional to M- l by dimensional arguments. This result IS not con
fined to GUT but holds in any theory that reduces to the standard
SU(2) x U(l) at "low energies". Thus M need not be the unification
mass, but rather represents the mass scale of some interaction be
yond SU(2) x U(l). If the "light mass" is of the order of 1 Gev, it
follows rat the search for III.v around 1 ev probes a mass scale M of
order 10 Gev.

The simplest realization of Fig. (la) occurs in the SO(lO) the~
ry where the loop contracts to a single heavy neutral lepton line,
Fig.(lb). This. heavy lepton N is an SU(2) singlet and it is assumed
that in some way it acquires a large Majorana mass, which is the ori
gin of the change in lepton number by 2. The neutrino mass matrix 11t
aay be calculated from Fig. (lb) using perturbation theory

m.. MV(J'fl MV+ (4)

!here MV is the matrix (in generation space) connecting v to Nand
MM is the Majorana mass matrix of the SU(2) singlet N. ~e mat~ices
here are in the representation in which the charged leptons are di
agonal. In the discussion of the SO(lO) theory the charged leptons
are described by a mass matrix Mt, which must be diagonalized4 by a
unitary transformation Ue. Therefore, Eq.(4) may be written

1?'Z .. U
KM

+ I:. UKM
3

I:.ab .. ma ~ L
lc=

v + V (M )-1
ac cb c

(9a)

(9b)

(lOa)

(lOb)

where M (without the tilde) represents a matrix in the representation
before the leptons are diagonalized. If MV is diagonalized by a uni
tary transformation Uv

m.. U MV (~f 1 MV+ U +
e e

m= U U + MV (J1)-1 MV U U +
e v d d v e

where M~ is the diagonal form of MV and

fl4.U ~U+
v v

(5)

(6)

(7)

where m is the up-quark mass for generation a, V is the unitary
matrix aiagonalizing MM, and Mc are the masses ofc~heheavy Majorana
particles. For the case of two generations (e,II), Vac is expressed
in terms of one mixing angle • and
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If fl4 were proportional to the unit matrix, then
matrix would be diagonalized b~ the matrix U + U
theory with a single Higgs representationS e v

Mt .. MO MV
.. MU

u • U
e 0

Uv • Uu

the neutrino mass
In the 50(10)

(8a)

(Bb)

(Sc)

The neutrino mass matrix~is diagonalized by the matrix UKM UI:. where
UI:. diagonalizes 1:.; the neutrino masses are given by the eigenvalues
of 1:.. From Eqs.(IO) it is seen that the mixing angles needed to di
agonalize I:. tend to be proportional to the generational mass ratios
(such as mu/mc) unless the Majorana mass matrix takes a very special
fora. This means that in general UI:. is very close to unity. In or
der to make all the mixing angles entering UI:. large it is necessary
to have the extreme conditions
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and that neutrino masses scale as the generation masses rather than
the square of the masses. For the case of two generations if we sub
stitute explicitly in Eq.(lOc)

Combining Eq. (12) with Eq.(lOb) and diagonalizing ~ we find that

(U6) ab co (ma/~)1/2 (13)

With the conditions (11) neutrino mixing angles would be large and
none of the qualitative results (A)-(C) above would need to be true.
However, we cannot imagine a theory that would yield these condi-
tions.

A significant depar~ure of U~ from unity can be obtained with
the lesS extreme assumpt10ns

where 86 is the rotation angle (assumed to be small) needed to di
agonalize~. In this case the neutrino mass matrix m is diagonalized
by a Cabibbo-like matrix in which the usual Cabibbo angle a is in
creased or decreased by a~. Since aA is less than ac' thiscmeans
that the mixing between ve and Vu remains small although not exactly
given by the Cabibbo angle. In the case of three generations there
may be a somewhat larger deviation froll the JCM matrix because the
mixing between Vu and vt may be modified by a factor (1Ic1~)1/2 as in
dicated by Eq.(13), but the ve-v

t
mixing would be expected to remain

very small.
The assumption of a s~ngle Higgs.representation givi~g the light

fermion masses 1n 50(10) y1elds some 1ncorrect mass &elat10ns. S, A
scheme involving two different Higgs representationt ,9 has been ap
plied to the neutrino mixing problem by Hama et al. 0 They find that
the Tixing angle between Vu and vT is given approximately by
tan- [3(mc/~)1/2], a value that 1S probably much larger than the mix
ing given by UJCM' On the other hand the mixing angle between ve and
v becomes even smaller and the mixing angle between ve and vt remains
e~tr~IY small. The neutrino masses have a hierarchical relation
here liven by

II(V ) : II(V ) : II(V ) • (m 19) 2 : (9 II ) 2 : II 2 (16)
e U t u c t

(17)1?7 ab = fab(~2 - ma
2)/M

where f
ab

is the ~L=2 Yukawa coupling of h+, which is necessarily
antisr-metric and therefore off-diagonal, and M is a somewhat com
plicated expression depending on the h+ mass. To obtain Eq.(17) we
assumed that the SU(2) doublet Higgs Yukawa couplings conserve lepton

These results are all based on the assumption that the Majorana mass
matrix ~ is not significantly different from the unit matrix. As
for the case discussed above, the results could be modified signifi
cantly if ~ were described by either Eqs.(ll) or (12).

In our discussion so far we have made no assumptions about the
origin of the Majorana mass matrix~. Our major purpose has been
instead to emphasize the special features that MM must have in order
to seriously change concluAions about neutrino mixing! A particular
ly interesting theory of Mr has been given by Witten, 1 who assumes
the matrix vanishes at tree level but is non-vanishing as a result of
radiative corrections. This case has been discussed in a number of
recent papers. 12 Because the diagrams contributing to MM involve the
Higgs couplings connecting the SU(2) singlet N to the light fermions,
it is found that Mr is closely related to MU. As a result, the neu
trino mixing and masses tend to have a pattern that agrees with our
discussion following Eq.(12).

All the different discussions of the 50(10) scheme using
Fig.(lb) yield the following common features:

A. Neutrino mixing angles involving ve are small and those con-
necting ve and v

t
are very small.

B. Neutrino masses have a hierarchical structure such that
m(v

e)
«m(v,)' If m(v

t
) < 50 ev, the mass of ve is less than .01 ev.

C. The shortest oscillation length and probably the largest mix
ing angle is that connecting Vu and vt ·

While these features are not so constraining as those listed af
ter Eq.(8), they still rule out many recent suggested patterns for
the neutrino mass matrix. To avoid these conclusions, relatively
extreme assumptions must be made for the Majorana mass matrix such
as those of Eq.(ll).

In addition to the graph of Fig.(lb) one might expect there
would be complicated graphs within the 50(10) model that could not be
reduced to the form of Fig.(lb). In particular, in the Witten model
the same general graphs that produce the Majorana mass ~ must make a
direct contribution to the neutrino mass matrix. We have assumed
here that these other graphs are much smaller in magnitude. This has
been demonstrated for the Witten model. 12

To find a realization of Fig. (la) without a heavy fermion single~
we can introduce a heavy boson singlet. If this singlet is to pro
vide a ~L=2 interaction, it must be singly (or doubly) charged. This
is because ~L=2 involves the change of a lepton to an anti-lepton and
therefore a change in weak hypercharge; since 613=0 for a singlet,
this requires a change in leptonic charge. The simpli~t examp~e we
have found is the diagram Fig.(lc) introduced by Zee. The s1nglet
boson h+ may be considered as the one colorless component of a 10 of
SUeS). The neutrino mass matrix takes the form

14

(14)

(12)

(11)

(1Sb)

(lSa)

a' mulmc~2

Vac co malmc

V
ab

co (m/~)1/2and

and

(m 1m ) a (a + a,)-2
u c

M co m 2
a a

M co m
a a

M/M2 = a mimc

a = 2 (a' m 1m )1/2 (a + a,)-l
~ u c

lI(v
e

) / m(v
u

)

then we find
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Heaviest neutrino v and (v ,v ) mixture
T - ~ e

m(ve)
mixed heavy and light

Shortest oscillation
..

v ... v
length

u e

Amount of mixing Large

Mixing of "e Can be large

Ratio of oscillation
m 21m

lengths
T ~

flavor. This gives the interesting result that the diagonal ele
ments of~ab vanish, guaranteeing a large amount of mixing.

The crucial differenc~ between Eq. (17) and Eqs.(lO) lies in the
fact that the (light mass) factor enters as the difference of the
squares of the masses instead of the product of the masses. Assum
ing melm and ~/~ are very small, Eqs.(lO) tend to give small mix
ing angl~s (beyond the Cabibbo mixing) and a hierarchy of neutrino
masses. In contrast, in this limit, Eq.(17) gives two almost degen
erate mass eigenstates, each containing 50\ of vT and 50\ a mixture
of a v

e
and v~, and one mass eigenstate close to zero mass contain

ing the other mixture of v and v~.14 This means there is one rel
atively short oscillation Yength that mixes only v~ and v~ with an
arbitrary mixing angle and one relatively long oSCillation length
that thoroughly mixes vT with some combination of ve and v~.

A particularly interesting feature of the Zee model is that as a
result of the near degeneracy it is possible for a neutrino with a
mass a to have an oscillation length much larger than E/m

2•
An ex

ample I have considered 4 corresponds to m(ve) • m(vT) = 20 ev with
th~ oscillat~on length between ve and vT characterized by .
6m • 0.5 ev. In this example there would be a much shorter oscil
lation characterized by ~m2 : 400 ev2 between ve and v~, but I have
judiciously and arbitrarily chosen the mixing angle to be small.

In Fig. 2 we show the neutrino mass patterns for the two models,
assuming for illustration that the heaviest neutrino has a mass be
tween 10 and 100 ev. Some interesting comparisons between these two
patterns are listed in Table 1.
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Comparison of the two models. The absolute mass scale is
arbitrary for each model; the main point is the ratio of
the masses, which is shown for typical parameters of the
two models. Above each level the mixture corresponding
to the level is ~iven. c and s are arbitrary parameters
such that c2 + s • 1. t is probably but not necessarily

small.
vaL

X
I
I

I

I
I
X (la)

vbR

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Seutrino mass matrix diagrams. Dashed lines are Higgs
doublets. and x is a vacuum expectation value, (la) is a
&eneral diagram with an undefined loop. In (lb) N is a
heavy Majorana particle and the loop represents the Majorana
mass insertion. In (lc) i is a charged anti-lepton and h+
a heavy scalar boson.




